
Bohmian Mechanics and the Meaning of theWave FunctionD. D�urrMathematisches Institut der Universit�at M�unchenTheresienstra�e 39, 80333 M�unchen, GermanyS. GoldsteinDepartment of Mathematics, Rutgers UniversityNew Brunswick, NJ 08903, USAN. Zangh��Istituto di Fisica dell'Universit�a di Genova, INFNvia Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, ItalyMarch 15, 19961 IntroductionDespite its extraordinary predictive successes, quantum mechanics has, since its inceptionsome seventy years ago, been plagued by conceptual di�culties. Few physicists havedone more than Abner Shimony to remind us of this somewhat unpleasant fact. Themost commonly cited of these di�culties is the measurement problem, or, what amountsto more or less the same thing, the paradox of Schr�odinger's cat. Indeed, for manyphysicists the measurement problem is not merely one of the conceptual di�culties ofquantum mechanics; it is the conceptual di�culty.While we have a good deal of sympathy for this view, we believe that the measurementproblem is merely a manifestation of a more fundamental conceptual inadequacy: It is farfrom clear just what it is that quantum mechanics is about. What, in fact, does quantummechanics describe? Many physicists pay lip service to the Copenhagen interpretation,and in particular to the notion that quantum mechanics is about results of measurement.But hardly anybody truly believes this anymore|and it is hard to believe anyone reallyever did. It seems clear now to any student of the subject that quantum mechanics isfundamentally about atoms and electrons, quarks and strings, and not primarily about1



those particular macroscopic regularities associated with what we call measurements.It is, however, generally agreed that any quantum mechanical system|whether ofatoms or electrons or quarks or strings|is completely described by its wave function,so that it is also widely accepted that quantum mechanics is fundamentally about thebehavior of wave functions. The measurement problem provides a dramatic demonstrationof the severe di�culty one faces in attempting to maintain this view.We have argued elsewhere [7] that if one focuses directly on the question as to whatquantum mechanics is about, one is naturally led to the view that quantum mechanicsis fundamentally about the behavior of particles, described by their positions|or �elds,described by �eld con�gurations, or strings, described by string con�gurations|and onlysecondarily about the behavior of wave functions. We are led to the view that the wavefunction does not in fact provide a complete description or representation of a quantumsystem and that the complete description of the system is provided by the con�gurationQ de�ned by the positions Qk of its particles together with its wave function. We areled in fact, for a nonrelativistic system of particles, to Bohmian mechanics, for which thestate of the system is (Q; ), which evolves according to the equations of motiondQdt = Imr  (Q); (1)where r is a con�guration-space gradient, andi@ @t = H ; (2)where H is the Schr�odinger Hamiltonian. This deterministic theory of particles in motion,with trivial modi�cations to deal with spin, completely accounts for all the phenomenaof nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, from spectral lines to interference e�ects, and itdoes so in a completely ordinary manner. It was �rst presented, in a somewhat morecomplicated but completely equivalent form,1 by David Bohm more than forty years ago[4]. Moreover, a preliminary version of this theory was presented by de Broglie almostat the inception of quantum mechanics. Its principal advocate for the past three decadeswas John Bell [2].We will here outline how Bohmian mechanics works: how it deals with various issuesin the foundations of quantum mechanics and how it is related to the usual quantum1For example, Bohm's presentation was in terms of the quantum potential, which to many has madeBohm's theory seem arti�cial, and which has obscured its essential structure. For more on this, see [8].Going further, Abner Shimony and Millard Baublitz [1] argue that because of the way Bohm employsNewtonian concepts in his formulation, it should not be regarded as completely equivalent to what wecall Bohmian mechanics. 2



formalism. We will then turn to some objections to Bohmian mechanics, raised perhapsmost forcefully by Abner Shimony. These objections will lead us to our main concern: amore careful consideration of the meaning of the wave function in quantum mechanics assuggested by a Bohmian perspective. We wish now to emphasize, however, that a graspof the meaning of the wave function as a representation of a quantum system is crucialto achieving a genuine understanding of quantum mechanics from any perspective.2 The Measurement ProblemSuppose that we analyze the process of measurement in quantum mechanical terms. Theafter-measurement wave function for system and apparatus arising from Schr�odinger'sequation for the composite system typically involves a superposition over terms cor-responding to what we would like to regard as the various possible results of themeasurement|e.g., di�erent pointer orientations. Since it seems rather important thatthe actual result of the measurement be a part of the description of the after-measurementsituation, it is di�cult to see how this wave function could be the complete descriptionof this situation. By contrast, with a theory or interpretation like Bohmian mechanicsin which the description of the after-measurement situation includes, in addition to thewave function, at least the values of the variables that register the result, the measurementproblem vanishes.The remaining problem of then justifying the use of the \collapsed" wave function|corresponding to the actual result|in place of the original one is often confused withthe measurement problem. The justi�cation for this replacement is nowadays frequentlyexpressed in terms of decoherence. One of the best descriptions of the mechanisms ofdecoherence, though not the word itself, was given by Bohm in 1952 [4] as part of his ex-planation of why from the perspective of Bohmian mechanics this replacement is justi�edas a practical matter. (See also [7].)Moreover, if we focus on what should be regarded as the wave function, not of thecomposite of system and apparatus, which strictly speaking remains a superposition if thecomposite is treated as closed during the measurement process, but of the system itself, we�nd that for Bohmian mechanics this does indeed collapse, precisely as described by thequantum formalism. The key element here is the notion of the conditional wave functionof a subsystem of a larger system, described briey in section 7 below, and discussed insome detail, together with the related notion of the e�ective wave function, in [7].3



3 The Two-Slit ExperimentBohmian mechanics resolves the dilemma of the appearance, in one and the same phe-nomenon, of both particle and wave properties in a rather trivial manner: Bohmianmechanics is a theory of motion describing a particle (or particles) guided by a wave.For example, in Figure 1 we have a family of Bohmian trajectories for the two-slit ex-periment. Notice that while each trajectory passes through but one of the slits, thewave passes through both, and the interference pro�le that therefore develops in the wavegenerates a similar pattern in the trajectories guided by this wave.
Figure 1: An ensemble of trajectories for the two-slit experiment, uniform in the slits.(Drawn by G. Bauer from [9].)4 The Detailed Equations and NonlocalityWe have given, in (1) and (2), the equations of Bohmian mechanics in a somewhatschematic form, without explicitly exhibiting the parameters required for a detailed spec-i�cation of the theory. Less schematically, the equations de�ning Bohmian mechanics foran N -particle universe of spinless particles with masses mk interacting via the potentialenergy function V = V (q) aredQkdt = v k (Q1; : : : ;QN ) � �hmk Imrqk  (Q1; : : : ;QN) (3)i�h@ @t = � NXk=1 �h22mkr2qk + V  (4)We have given these more detailed equations here in order to emphasize two points.First of all, Bohmian mechanics is manifestly nonlocal, since the velocity of any one ofthe particles, as expressed in (3), will typically depend upon the positions of the other4



particles. Thus does Bohmian mechanics make manifest that most dramatic e�ect ofquantum theory, quantum nonlocality, that Abner Shimony has so e�ectively expounded.As John Bell [2, page 115] has stressed,That the guiding wave, in the general case, propagates not in ordinarythree-space but in a multidimensional-con�guration space is the origin of thenotorious `nonlocality' of quantum mechanics. It is a merit of the de Broglie-Bohm version to bring this out so explicitly that it cannot be ignored. (Bell1980)Second, we wish to emphasize that a Bohmian universe with potential V is completelyspeci�ed by these two equations. Whatever is true of such a universe must be so merely byvirtue of these equations, without the addition of further postulates such as, for example,an axiom governing the results of momentum measurements. And thus it is with regardto probability.5 ProbabilityAccording to the quantum formalism, the probability density for �nding a system whosewave function is  at the con�guration q is j (q)j2. To the extent that the results ofmeasurement are registered con�gurationally, at least potentially, it follows that the pre-dictions of Bohmian mechanics for the results of measurement must agree with those oforthodox quantum theory (assuming the same Schr�odinger equation for both) providedthat it is somehow true for Bohmian mechanics that con�gurations are random, withdistribution given by the quantum equilibrium distribution j j2. Now the status and jus-ti�cation of this quantum equilibrium hypothesis is a rather delicate matter, one that wehave explored in considerable detail elsewhere [7]. We would like to mention here but afew relevant points.It is nowadays a rather familiar fact that dynamical systems quite generally give riseto behavior of a statistical character, with the statistics given by the (or a) stationaryprobability distribution for the dynamics. So it is with Bohmian mechanics, except thatfor the Bohmian system stationarity is not quite the right concept, and it is rather thenotion of equivariance that is relevant. We say that a probability distribution � oncon�guration space, depending upon the wave function  , is equivariant if�� �t = � t (5)where the dependence on t on the right arises from Schr�odinger's equation and on the leftfrom the evolution on probability densities arising from the ow (1). Thus equivarianceexpresses the mutual compatibility, relative to � , of the Schr�odinger evolution (2) andthe Bohmian motion (1). 5



Now the crucial point is that � = j j2 is equivariant, a more or less immediateconsequence of the elementary fact that the quantum probability current J = � v ,where v is the r.h.s. of (1). We thus have that�t0(q) = j t0(q)j2 at some time t0 =)�t(q) = j t(q)j2 for all tIt is perhaps helpful, in trying to understand the status in Bohmian mechanics of thequantum equilibrium distribution, to think ofquantum equilibrium � = j j2 (6)as roughly analogous to (classical)thermodynamic equilibrium � � e��Hclass (7)This analogy has several facets: In both cases the probability distributions are naturallyassociated with their respective dynamical systems. In particular, these distributionsare stationary or, what amounts to the same thing within the framework of Bohmianmechanics, equivariant. In both cases it appears natural to try to justify these equilibriumdistributions by means of mixing-type, convergence-to-equilibrium arguments. And inboth cases the ultimate justi�cation for these probability distributions must be in terms ofstatistical patterns exhibited by ensembles of actual subsystems within a typical individualuniverse.6 Operators as ObservablesIt would appear that inasmuch as orthodox quantum theory supplies us with probabil-ities not merely for positions but for a huge class of quantum observables, it is a muchricher theory than Bohmian mechanics, which seems exclusively concerned with positions.Appearances would, however, be misleading. In this regard, as with so much else in thefoundations of quantum mechanics, the crucial observation has been made by Bell [2,page 166]:. . . in physics the only observations we must consider are position observations,if only the positions of instrument pointers. It is a great merit of the de Broglie-Bohm picture to force us to consider this fact. If you make axioms, ratherthan de�nitions and theorems, about the `measurement' of anything else, thenyou commit redundancy and risk inconsistency. (Bell 1982)Now when it comes to \de�nitions and theorems" we �nd [5] that Bohmian mechanicsleads to a natural association between an experiment E and a \generalized observable"6



de�ned by a Positive-Operator-Valued measure or POV [6] O(dz) (on the value space forthe result of the experiment) E 7! O(dz) (8)This association is such that the probability distribution � Z(dz) of the result Z of theexperiment, when performed upon a system with wave function  , is given by� Z(dz) = h ;O(dz) i (9)The simplest instance of a POV is a standard quantum observable, corresponding toa self-adjoint operator A on the Hilbert space of \states." We �nd that more or less every\measurement-like" experimentM is associated with this special kind of POVE =M 7! A (10)and we thus recover the familiar measurement axiom that the statistics for the result ofthe \measurement of the observable A" are given by the spectral measure for A relativeto  .Moreover, the conclusion (8) is basically an immediate consequence of the very mean-ing of an experiment from a Bohmian perspective: a coupling of system to apparatusleading after a time t to a result Z = F (Qt) that is a function of the �nal con�gurationQt of system and apparatus, e.g., the orientation of a pointer on the apparatus. It followsthat the experiment E de�nes the following sequence of maps 7! 	 =  
 �0 7! 	t = e�iHt	 7! �(dq) = 	�t	tdq 7! �Z(dz) := �(F�1(dz));from the initial wave function of the system, to the initial wave function of system andapparatus, to the �nal wave function of system and apparatus, to the distribution of the�nal con�guration of the system and apparatus, to the distribution of the result. Thusthe map  7! � Z (11)is bilinear, since each of the maps in the sequence is linear except for the map to thequantum equilibrium distribution, which is bilinear. Such a bilinear map (11) is equivalentto a POV.7 The Wave Function of a SubsystemThe existence of con�gurations in Bohmian mechanics as part of the reality leads, natu-rally enough, to many advantages over the orthodox view that the wave function provides7



us with a complete description of a physical system. One of these advantages is that itpermits a clear and natural notion for the wave function of a subsystem of a larger system,say the universe, a notion that from an orthodox perspective is surprisingly problematical.Indeed, if we insist that the wave function is everything, it is not at all clear what, in fact,is to be meant by the wave function of anything that is directly of interest.Let 	t be the wave function of the universe (at time t), and decompose the con�gu-ration of the universe Q = (X;Y ) into the con�guration X of the system of interest, thex-system, and the con�guration Y of the environment of the x-system, i.e., the con�gu-ration of the rest of the universe. Then we de�ne the conditional wave function of thex-system at time t by  t(x) = 	t(x; Y ): (12)This turns out to be just the right notion for the wave function of a subsystem. Moreover,under appropriate conditions it satis�es Schr�odinger's equation for the x-system and isindeed the e�ective wave function of the x-system.2 See [7] for details.8 The Role of the Wave FunctionIn this brief section we wish to emphasize one simple point about the structure of Bohmianmechanics: that this theory of motion is a �rst-order theory, in which it is the �rstderivative of the con�guration with respect to time, rather than the second, that thetheory directly speci�es. And the role of the wave function in this theory, expressed bythe association 	 7! v	; (13)is to generate the vector �eld, given by the right hand side of (3), that de�nes the motion.9 Quantum CosmologyQuantum cosmology is an embarrassment for the orthodox interpretation of quantummechanics as concerning merely the results of measurement|by an external observer.When it is the entire universe with which we are concerned, there would seem to be no2For example, after an observable for the x-system has been measured, its conditional wave functionwill be the \collapsed" wave function that the quantum formalism assigns to the x-system on the basisof the result of the measurement, namely, the eigenstate corresponding to the observed eigenvalue of themeasured observable. This wave function will of course then evolve according to Schr�odinger's equationfor the x-system as long as the x-system itself remains su�ciently isolated.8



room for such an observer. For Bohmian mechanics, by contrast, there is no di�cultywhatsoever on this score.Moreover, there is another di�culty in quantum cosmology that Bohmian mechanicsgreatly alleviates. The wave function 	 of the universe, as given by a solution of theWheeler-de Witt equation, which we may schematically represent byH	 = 0; (14)is stationary, and one must thus address the problem of accounting for the emergence ofchange in a universe whose wave function is timeless. Now for Bohmian mechanics wehave no such di�culty, since a timeless wave function can easily generate a nontrivialdynamics.It is true that for Bohmian mechanics as de�ned by (1) and (2), the ground state wavefunction, because it may be taken to be real, generates the trivial motion. However, thiswill not be true for the generic stationary state. More important, when we contemplate aBohmian mechanics for quantum cosmology, we do not have in mind any particular formfor the right hand side of (1) and in particular it need not be the case for a Bohmianmechanics understood in this general sense|what we have called elsewhere a Bohmiantheory [8]|that a ground state wave function generates the trivial motion.10 Important CriticismsThe most serious problem with Bohmian mechanics, (3) and (4), is that it manifestly failsto be Lorentz invariant. We have little to say about this very important issue here, beyondreminding our readers that nonlocality is an established fact that poses a challenge, notjust for a Bohmian theory, but for any precise version of quantum theory. (For some stepsin the direction of the formulation of a Lorentz invariant Bohmian theory, as well as somereections on the problem of Lorentz invariance, see [3].)We wish to focus here upon two objections. First of all, as has been emphasized byAbner Shimony, Bohmian mechanics violates the action-reaction principle that is centralto all of modern physics, both classical and (non-Bohmian) quantum: There is no back ac-tion of the con�guration upon the wave function, which evolves, autonomously, accordingto Schr�odinger's equation, 	 �! Q but Q not�! 	 (15)Second of all, the wave function 	 = 	(q1; : : : ;qN); (16)9



which is part of the state description of|and hence presumably part of the realitycomprising|a Bohmian universe, is not the usual sort of physical �eld on physical spaceto which we are accustomed, but a �eld on the abstract space of all possible con�gura-tions, a space of enormous dimension, a space constructed, it would seem, by physicistsas a matter of convenience.11 Some ResponsesPerhaps the simplest response we might make is: So what? That's just the way it is,the way world works. Bohmian mechanics is well de�ned, and who are we|as Bohronce asked of Einstein, though for a slightly di�erent purpose|to tell God what kinds ofstructures to use in creating a world.We might also respond that in classical physics the action-reaction principle is more orless an expression of conservation of momentum, which is itself an expression of Galileaninvariance (more precisely, of translation invariance). Most physicists would also say thesame thing concerning quantum mechanics. However, in Bohmian mechanics, becauseit is a �rst-order theory, we are able to achieve Galilean invariance despite the no-back-action. In other words, Bohmian mechanics is based on a fundamentally di�erent sort ofstructure than classical mechanics, one that does not require the action-reaction principleto achieve the desired underlying symmetry.It might also be mentioned that the wave function of a subsystem, the conditionalwave function (12), will in general be a�ected by the con�guration, via its dependenceupon the con�guration of the environment.However, we think that these responses don't go far enough. We think that theproblems just mentioned suggest that we give more careful consideration to just whatsort of entity the wave function is and how it should be regarded. Indeed, we think thatboth of the above objections point in the same direction for an answer: to the questionof the meaning of the wave function.12 The Wave Function as LAWWe propose that the reason, on the universal level, that there is no action of con�gurationsupon wave functions, as there seems to be between all other elements of physical reality,is that the wave function of the universe is not an element of physical reality. We proposethat the wave function belongs to an altogether di�erent category of existence than thatof substantive physical entities, and that its existence is nomological rather than material.10



We propose, in other words, that the wave function is a component of physical law ratherthan of the reality described by the law.We note in this regard that nobody objects to classical mechanics because it involvesa Hamiltonian Hclass(q1; : : : ;qN ;p1; : : : ;pN ) � Hclass(�) that is a function on a space,the phase space, that is of greater dimension and even more abstract than con�gurationspace. This is because we think of the state in classical mechanics as given by the q's andp's, and we regard the Hamiltonian as the generator of the evolution of the state|i.e., aspart of the law|and not as an object in whose behavior we are directly interested.To pursue this analogy, between the wave function and the classical Hamiltonian, abit further, let's compare Hclass  ! log 	 (17)and note that both of these generate motions in pretty much the same wayd�dt = DerHclass  ! dQdt = Der(log 	); (18)with Der a derivation. Moreover, when we proceed to the level of statistical mechanics,we �nd statistics of the more or less the same form�class � econst.Hclass  ! �quant � jeconst. log	j; (19)(with the constant on the right equal to 2).Now we do not think that this analogy should be taken too seriously or too literally;it's not a particularly good analogy|but it's better than it has any right to be. It does,however, have the virtue that it stimulates a new direction of thought concerning themeaning of the wave function, and that is a great virtue indeed.Perhaps the most serious weakness in the analogy is that, unlike Hclass,  =  t istime-dependent, and indeed is a solution of what we regard as the fundamental equationof motion for  , i@ @t = H : (20)Moreover, for a particular choice of classical theory, with speci�ed interactions, Hclass is�xed; it is not free, not something to be chosen as an initial condition, like  .But think now again of the Wheeler-de Witt equation for the wave function of theuniverse. This fundamental wave function 	, the universal wave function, is static, sta-tionary, and, in the view of many physicists, unique. The fundamental equation for 	H	 = 0 (21)11



or more generally H	 = E	 (22)should be regarded as a sort of generalized Laplace equation that selects the centralelement 	 of the law of motion dQ=dt = v	(Q); (23)the object that generates the vector �eld v	 de�ning the motion. Here Q is rathergeneral|not merely particle positions, and certainly including the con�guration of thegravitational �eld. Moreover, the form of v	 should arise from the mathematical andgeometrical character of the structure de�ned by Q, and should not be conceived of asbeing of any particular a priori form, such as given in the r.h.s. of (1).The equation (23) is now the fundamental equation of motion, with 	 the (natural)solution to the \Laplace equation," which de�nes the law of motion (23) through the se-lection of 	. We may regard this selection as analogous to that of the Coulomb interactionvia the equation r 2� = �. (Note also that Hclass for the Coulomb interaction satis�essomething much like Poisson's equation on phase space, (r 2p +r 2q )Hclass = const+P �.)In particular 	, and hence (23), does not explicitly depend upon time t|since there isno t in (21) or (22).13 The Schr�odinger Evolution as PhenomenologicalWe wish to stress that we are now exploring the possibility that the time-dependentSchr�odinger equation is not fundamental. We must thus address the question, not of howchange is at all possible in a theory with a change-less wave function|since this is trivialwhen, in addition to the wave function, there is the con�guration Q whose very motionit is the role of the wave function to specify|but rather why we should arrive, as we do,at a picture with time-dependent Schr�odinger wave function when we start with a theorywith a �xed timeless wave function that knows nothing of the time-dependent Schr�odingerequation.Now we already know that for Bohmian mechanics the Schr�odinger evolution is hered-itary, so that if the universal wave function 	 satis�es Schr�odinger's equation then sub-systems will (in the usual situations and under the usual assumptions, see [7]) have theirown wave functions, nontrivially evolving according to their own Schr�odinger evolutions.Since a wave function satisfying (22) does de�ne a solution to Schr�odinger's (albeit a veryspecial one), we should perhaps expect to �nd subsystems behaving as just described evenfor a theory in which the time-dependent Schr�odinger evolution is not fundamental.However, since it may not be clear how a stationary wave function could yield an12



evolution rich enough to generate genuinely evolving subsystem wave functions,3 we wishto give a very simple example in which this occurs, as well as to tentatively propose amore general analysis.Suppose that the con�guration of the universe has a decomposition of the formq = (x; y) (24)Q(t) = (X(t); Y (t)); (25)where X describes the degrees of freedom with which we are somehow most directlyconcerned and Y describes the remaining degrees of freedom. For example, X might bethe con�guration of all the degrees of freedom governed by standard quantum �eld theory,describing the fermionic matter �elds as well as the bosonic force �elds, while Y refers tothe gravitational degrees of freedom. We wish to focus on the conditional wave function t(x) = 	(x; Y (t)) (26)for the x-system and to ask whether  t(x) could be|and might, under suitable conditions,be expected to be|a solution to Schr�odinger's equation for the x-system.First, the simple example: Suppose our universe consists merely of two particles, withcon�gurations x and y respectively, moving in a 1-dimensional space. Suppose furtherthat the particles are noninteracting, so that the l.h.s. of (22) is just the free Hamiltonian(�h = mk = 1) H = �12r 2 = �12( @2@x2 + @2@y2 ) = Hx +Hy (27)Let 	(x; y) = ei(x�y) cos(x+ y): (28)This \wave function of the universe" satis�es (22) with E = 2H	 = 2	 (29)[This wave function is of course best arrived at by rotating the obvious eigenfunctioneikx cos ky (k = p2) by 45 degrees.]It then follows immediately from (1) thatY (t) = y0 � t; (30)3Note that in the usual measurement theory picture, it is the motion of the composite system wavefunction that appears to be directly responsible for the motion of the \collapsed" wave function.13



so that the conditional wave function t(x) � ei(x+t) cos(x+ y0 � t) � e2it ̂t(x) (31)is clearly not stationary and moreover is (projectively and hence physically) equivalent to ̂t, which satis�es i@ ̂@t = Hx ̂: (32)We will now present an argument suggesting that what we've just found in theexample|a time-dependent conditional wave function obeying Schr�odinger's equationemerging from a stationary universal wave function|should be expected to occur muchmore generally. Suppose we can write	(x; y) 'X�  �t (x)��t (y) (33)where for each t, ��t (y) is a \narrow wave packet," centered around y�t [ 6= y�0t ]. Supposethat the time-dependence in (33) is such that ��t (y) \follows" Y (t), i.e., that Y (t) � y�tfor all t, where � is such that Y (0) � y�0 . It then follows from (33) that for the conditionalwave function of the x-system we have that  t(x) �  �t (x).Now we know what kind of time-dependence is such that ��t (y) keeps up with Y (t).This occurs when ��t (y) is a solution of Schr�odinger's equation (with Hamiltonian Hy).Since 	 itself has no time-dependence in it, a natural way to arrive at (33) is to consider asingle decomposition of the form (33), involving narrow and approximately disjoint y-wavepackets, say for t = 0, and write	 � e�iEt	 = e�iHt	 = e�i(Hx+Hy)tX�  �0 (x)��0 (y)= X� �e�iHxt �0 (x)� �e�iHyt��0 (y)�� X�  �t (x)��t (y);from which we see that i@ �t@t = Hx �t .4 Now if, for example, we are dealing here with thesemi-classical regime for the y-system, an initial collection of narrow and approximatelydisjoint wave packets ��0 (y) should remain so under their evolution. Then the conditionalwave function of the x-system will approximately satisfyi@ @t = Hx :4More generally, we might have considered e�iEt	, but our desire that y�t � Y (t) leads to the choice = 1. 14



It is perhaps worth noting that if Y describes the gravitational degrees of freedom, wemight imagine that the evolution Y (t) � y�t describes the expansion of the universe.We thus see how Schr�odinger's (time-dependent) equation might indeed rather gener-ally arise as a phenomenological equation that emerges when we look for a description ofthe behavior of subsystems of a universe governed by a timeless universal wave functionthat knows nothing about Schr�odinger's equation.14 OverviewWe wish to underline the transitions in quantum ontology implied by our discussion,proceeding from what is arguably the ontology of Orthodox Quantum Theory, to thatof Orthodox Bohmian Mechanics, and �nally to the ontology of the Universal BohmianTheory upon which we have just focused:OQT OBM UBT	 (	; Q) QIn conclusion, we note that Bohmian mechanics is profoundly unromantic. It tends tobe a counterexample to lots of seductive notions about quantum mechanics, for example:� many-worlds� observer-created reality� noncommutative epistemology� quantum logicThere is, however, one element of quantum peculiarity that Bohmian mechanics is nor-mally regarded as retaining and amplifying. Bell [2, page 128] has said thatNo one can understand this theory until he is willing to think of 	 as a realobjective �eld rather than just a `probability amplitude.' Even though it prop-agates not in 3-space but in 3N-space. (Bell 1981)Concerning the notion that the wave function is fundamentally, if not the reality, at leasta substantive part of reality, what we are suggesting here is that Bohmian mechanics mayturn out to be a counterexample to this as well.15
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